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Maintaining the tradition of previous editions, this ninth edition includes up-to-date coverage of the

latest in electronic communications and concepts. The material presented reflects advancements

and developments in all aspects of electronic communications such as mobile communications,

satellite communications, digital signal processing and SS7 signaling. Electronic Workbench

Multisim simulations appear at the end of each chapter and on an accompanying CD. In addition,

in-text learning aids are designed to develop analytical and troubleshooting skills and the updated

lab manual includes new experiments using Mini-CircuitsÃ‚Â® modules.Ã‚Â    Expanded

discussion of digital communications including new changes and improvements in: Mobile

Communications; SS7 Signaling; Bluetooth; Wi-Max; DTV (digital television).Ã‚Â  Completely new

sections on: Wireless Security; DSP (digital signal processing); RFID; HD Radio.Ã‚Â   A thorough

and up-to-date reference for Electronic Technicians.
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This exciting new edition of Miller's best-selling communications text is now full-color throughout! As

before, Miller's student-friendly writing style and straightforward explanations of complex concepts

are showcased in the new edition of this practical, readable introduction to electronics

communications. Thoroughly updated, the Fifth Edition covers the full spectrum of introductory

topics, from AM/FM transmission and reception, through digital and data communications, to the

latest information on fiber optics. The first six chapters offer a building block approach to



fundamentals, providing a solid foundation that will equip students for future coursework.

Subsequent chapters are written to be stand-alone units, to allow instructors to pick-and-choose

coverage that fits their students' needs and course objectives. Miller's comprehensive, accessible

treatment ensures instructor's won't need to use extensive supplemental material, nor have to

provide detailed explanations to clarify text narrative. --This text refers to an out of print or

unavailable edition of this title.

Maintaining the tradition of previous editions, this ninth edition includes up-to-date coverage of the

latest in electronic communications and concepts. The material presented reflects advancements

and developments in all aspects of electronic communications such as mobile communications,

satellite communications, digital signal processing and SS7 signaling. Electronic Workbench

Multisim simulations appear at the end of each chapter and on an accompanying CD. In addition,

in-text learning aids are designed to develop analytical and troubleshooting skills and the updated

lab manual includes new experiments using Mini-CircuitsÃ‚Â® modules.Ã‚Â Expanded discussion

of digital communications including new changes and improvements in: Mobile Communications;

SS7 Signaling; Bluetooth; Wi-Max; DTV (digital television).Ã‚Â  Completely new sections on:

Wireless Security; DSP (digital signal processing); RFID; HD Radio.Ã‚Â A thorough and up-to-date

reference for Electronic Technicians.

Hard to read. They don't lay out things for you very well but I had to have it for class..

I had to buy this book for class and it really contains a lot of reading with few examples. For my

class this book doesn't suite the class expectations. I beleive that student such as myself does not

have the time to read chapter by chapter and every section to fully gain an understanding.

Was in prefect condition and was exactly what I needed. Oh and it came with the CD.

the book is Ok, if you are the kind of student who reads the whole chapter and keeps steady the

sequence of reading.In other hand, the book looked a bit messy when I got it, but it's a used one.

So, I guess you get what you pay for.

Delivered faster than expected and exactly as described. Very informative book.



Good book

The worst book I have ever read. Like several of the other top posts, the author assumes and does

not establish a firm foundation in which most calculations are made or where constants or formulas

are derived from.

Good
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